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We describe the isolation and genetic characterization of six microsatellite DNA loci from a threatened snake species, the eastern massasauga rattlesnake (Sistrurus c. catenatus) and document the use of these loci for a variety of population-level analyses. Based on data from more than 70 adults from a single population in Killbear Provincial Park, Ontario, these loci: (1) are highly variable, with numbers of detected alleles per locus ranging between 4 and 12 and expected heterozygosities between 0.15 and 0.85, although observed heterozygosities are lower; (2) generally segregate in a Mendelian fashion based on comparisons between genotypes of mothers and their offspring in two litters; (3) may not evolve via a stepwise mutation model as based on frequency distributions of allele sizes; (4) are sufficiently variable for accurate determination of paternity in this species with a significant probability (P ϭ .979) of detecting multiple paternity in single broods; and (5) amplify similar size fragments in other species of snakes. Further analyses demonstrate a significant heterozygote deficiency at all loci in this population which, for at least three of the six loci, is not likely due to the presence of null alleles. This pattern suggests that this population has experienced local inbreeding and/or is subdivided on a microgeographic scale. These markers will be ideal for further analyses of population variation and differentiation in this species, which will provide useful information for conservation and evolutionary studies of these snakes.
DNA-based genetic markers that exhibit high levels of intraspecific variation are valuable tools for examining a variety of questions at the population level including those related to parentage, estimation of various population parameters, levels of differentiation, and phylogenetic relationships between populations (Avise 1994). Recently developed microsatellite DNA markers ( Tautz 1989; Weber and May 1989) seem to be ideal for these types of population studies because they represent loci that are easily distinguishable, have codominant alleles, and the genotypic information is logistically easy to obtain relative to certain other DNA-based markers (Quellar et al. 1993) . Allelic variation in microsatellites is due to variation in the number of small (1-6 bp) tandem simple sequence repeats present in different alleles. Microsatellite loci have been isolated from an increasing number of wild animals, including mammals (Amos et al. 1992; Paetkau and Strobeck 1994; Taylor et al. 1994 ) and birds (Gibbs et al. 1996; Hanotte et al. 1994; McDonald and Potts 1994; Primmer et al. 1995) , and used for studies of the ecology, behavior, evolutionary biology, and conservation of such species.
Reports of the isolation and use of microsatellites from another major vertebrate group, the reptiles, are much less common. For snakes, the only study published to date reported the isolation of six loci from a timber rattlesnake (Crotalus horridus) genomic library ( Villarreal et al. 1996) . That study confirmed that snake microsatellites had genetic characteristics similar to those identified in other vertebrates and showed the potential for using such loci for population studies of this species. Here we report the characterization of microsatellites from another snake, the eastern massasauga rattlesnake (Sistrurus c. catenatus), and describe their genetic characteristics. In addition we also address topics not dealt with by Villarreal et al. (1996) including the statistical power of these loci for parentage analyses, expected versus observed levels of population heterozygosity, possible existence of null alleles, and the potential for crossspecies amplification of these loci. This work is part of a long-term study of the conservation and evolutionary genetics of disjunct populations of this subspecies in eastern North America (cf. Gibbs et al. 1994 ).
Materials and Methods

Population Samples
In 1994 and 1995 we captured massasaugas opportunistically encountered throughout a 9 km 2 study area within Killbear Provincial Park on Georgian Bay, Ontario (80Њ12ЈE, 45Њ21ЈN). Massasaugas have been present in this area for no more than 10,000 years, following the last glacial retreat (Johnson and Menzies 1993). Overall we captured 74 adults and 26 neonates (representing the litters of two sampled females). From each snake we obtained 25 to 100 l of blood drawn from the caudal vein using a 0.5 ml syringe fitted with a 28 gauge needle. Blood samples were then mixed with 800 l of lysis buffer (Seutin et al. 1991 ) and stored at 4ЊC until DNA extraction. Upon capture, all massasaugas were permanently marked with either ventral scale branding or PIT-tags to eliminate the possibility of resampling the same individual. DNA was then extracted from these samples using either standard phenol-chloroform extractions as described in Gibbs et al. (1994) , or by using DNA ZOL (GIBCO BRL) and following the manufacturer's protocol. Samples were then resuspended in 1ϫ TE (pH 7.5) and concentrations determined using a fluorometer.
Isolation of Microsatellite DNA Loci
To isolate nuclear microsatellite DNA markers for massasaugas, we followed the Product sizes (in bp) are based on the size of the clone sequenced for each locus. F is the forward primer sequence and R the reverse primer sequence for each locus. T m is the annealing temperature (in ЊC) used to assay variation in the locus. procedures outlined by Dawson et al. (1997) . Briefly a size-selected (350-400 bp) enriched snake genomic DNA library in pUC18 was screened using three radiolabeled dinucleotide polymers (CA, GC, and CT; Pharmacia). Genomic DNA used to make the library came from a pooled sample made up of equal amounts of DNA from individuals from populations in Pennsylvania, New York, Ohio, and Ontario. Primary and secondary screening were used to identify positive clones which possibly contained a microsatellite sequence. These clones were then sequenced using T7 polymerase (Sequenase; USB) and cycle sequencing (Perkin Elmer) kits and this information was used to design primers (using Primer version 0.5) to loci identified in these clones.
Detection of Microsatellite Variation
To assay variation in these loci, PCR amplifications were performed in 10 l reaction volumes using 50 ng genomic DNA, 0.3 pmol of the forward primer end-labeled with 33 P-ATP ( Dupont), 0.4 pmol of unlabeled forward primer, 0.8 pmol of unlabeled reverse primer, 200 M dNTPs, 0.5 U AmpliTaq, 0.1 M Tris-HCl pH 8.3, 0.5 M KCl, and 1.5-2.0 mM MgCl 2 . Amplifications were run in a Perkin Elmer 480 Thermocycler for 30 cycles, with each cycle consisting of 30 s at 94ЊC, 30 s at the appropriate annealing temperature, and 30 s at 72ЊC. Amplification products (3 l) were then run on 6% denaturing polyacrylamide gels at 55 W for 2.5 h. Gels were then dried and exposed to Biomax ( Kodak) X-ray film overnight. Products were sized by reference to a known sequencing reaction of a control template and ''hot'' amplifications of the known-size clones for each locus, both of which were run on the gel at the same time.
Results
Identification of Microsatellite Loci
We screened approximately 6400 colonies using the procedure outlined above and obtained 46 single-insert positive clones. We sequenced all 46 clones, identified repeat sequences in 30 of these clones, and then designed and synthesized primer sequences which flanked the repeat sequence in 11 of these clones. Only six of these primer pairs successfully amplified polymorphic products in a panel of five snake genomic DNA samples. We then optimized the annealing temperature for these six primer pairs and used these loci for surveys of population variation (see below). The optimal annealing temperature, repeat motif, and primer sequences for each locus are given in Table 1 . The sequences of primer pairs which did not amplify polymorphic products are available from the authors. As expected from the probe sequences used to screen the library, all of the detected microsatellites were based on dinucleotide repeat variation. However, some loci were based on uninterrupted strings of a single type of dinucleotide repeat (e.g., Scu01, 16, and 26) , whereas the other three loci consisted of mixtures of different two-base repeats combined with single base-pair insertions.
Levels of Variation
Surveys of 72 to 74 adult massasaugas from the Killbear population showed that these loci detected 4 to 12 alleles per locus ( Table 1 ). An example of the variation detected at the locus Scu07 is shown in Figure 1 . Mean allele frequency varied from between 0.083 (Scu01) and 0.20 (Scu16).
One unexpected result is that allele sizes for three of the loci show strongly disjunct distributions ( Figure 2 ). In particular, Scu01, 05, and especially 11 showed gaps between allele sizes ranging in size from 20 to more than 120 bp. The significance of this observation is that the most commonly used stepwise models of mutation in microsatellites (e.g., Valdes et al. 1993 ) assume that changes occur through either increases or decreases of a single repeat unit. These gaps suggest that mutational events in these loci may involve changes of many more than single repeat units.
Maternal segregation analyses of two litters of massasaugas consisting of 12 and 13 young respectively suggest that the alleles at each locus segregate in a Mendelian manner (data not shown). All offspring share one allele with their mother. Where the female is heterozygous, the data are generally consistent with an H exp is calculated as described by Nei and Roychoudbury (1974) ; H obs is the proportion of the individuals in the sample that are heterozygotes. Overall values are means of values for reach locus. F is is calculated as described by Weir and Cockerham (1984) . P values are for significance of difference between observed and expected number of heterozygotes (P) as tested using the exact test described in GENEPOP (Raymond and Rousett 1995), whereas the probability that the F is values were different from zero was tested using the permutation procedure in FSTAT (Goudet 1995). equal probability of segregation for each maternal allele, since contingency table analyses failed to reject the null hypothesis of equal probability of segregation for seven of eight brood-locus combinations tested.
Parentage Analyses
The usefulness of these loci for parentage analyses was determined by calculating the probability of detecting more than a single father's genotype in offspring [P(E)] using the formula in Chakravarti and Li (1983) . This analysis assumes that the maternity of young is known, which is true for this species given that litters are live born, and random mating within the population, and then uses the population allele frequencies to estimate P(E) values. The overall P(E) value is .979, indicating that when the six loci are used for parentage analyses we have a 98% chance of detecting multiple paternity within a litter of this species. The accuracy of these P(E) values is affected to an unknown extent by the nonrandom associations of alleles documented below. For the two litters used in the segregation analyses (see above), a maximum of two additional alleles other than those observed in the mother were present in the offspring at each locus (data not shown). Given the power of our loci to detect multiple paternity, this suggests that these litters had a single father.
Expected and Observed Levels of Heterozygosity
An initial survey of the levels of heterozygosity in the Killbear population suggested a strong heterozygote deficiency at a number of loci. Results in Table 2 confirm this impression: the mean observed level of heterozygosity across loci (0.437) was more than 28% lower than the mean expected value (0.610), and for all loci there were significantly (P Յ .012) fewer of the heterozygotes predicted under HardyWeinberg expectations present using the exact test in the program GENEPOP (Raymond and Rousset 1995) . F is values, which estimate the extent of nonrandom associations among alleles in a population, are high and significantly different from zero for four of six loci, with a mean value of 0.166, which is also significant ( Table 2) . Thus these results argue that levels of homozygosity for the microsatellites described here are high in this massasauga population. There are a number of possible biological explanations for the observed heterozygote deficiency, which we discuss below. However, a recently suggested methodical explanation (e.g., Allen et al. 1995; Paetkau and Strobeck 1994) is that heterozygote deficiencies occur due to the presence of null or nonamplifying alleles which are a result of mutations in the primer sites in different individuals (cf. Pemberton et al. 1995) . Thus an individual who is a heterozygote but has a null allele will be scored as a homozygote because only one of the two alleles present will be amplified. We tested this possibility for the three loci (Scu01, 07, and 26) which showed the highest levels of heterozygote deficiency by using the original sequence for each of these loci to redesign sets of new primers that were located 0 to 10 bp upstream or downstream of the primer sequences shown in Table 1 . Hence the sets of new primers did not overlap with the locations of the original primer sets (sequences not shown). We then reamplified all individuals that had originally been classified as homozygotes using the new primers for these loci. We predicted that if null alleles were present then at least some of these individuals should be reclassified as heterozygotes. In no case did this occur: all individuals originally scored as homozygotes at a particular locus remained classified as such using the new primers. Thus the presence of null alleles cannot explain the heterozygote deficiency in our population, suggesting that a biological explanation is more plausible (see below).
Cross-Species Amplifications
To test the effectiveness of our primer sets for amplifying homologous loci in other snake species we conducted low stringency amplifications using DNA from a taxonomically diverse set of species including another rattlesnake (C. viridus) and a variety of Colubrid species ( Table  3 ). All amplifications were done with a low annealing temperature of 50ЊC and success of an amplification was scored based on the presence or absence of a fragment of approximately the expected size when 
All amplifications were done with an annealing temperature of 50ЊC. A ϩ indicates that a product of approximately the expected size was produced, whereas a Ϫ indicates that either no product or a smear was observed, and ? indicates the species wasn't tested for that locus.
the amplification was run on an agarose gel. The different primer sets gave variable results. For example, Scu01 appeared to amplify only rattlesnakes, Scu05 was specific to eastern massasaugas, whereas the remaining primer sets work on both rattlesnake and at least some Colubrid species. Thus some of the primer sets may be useful for detecting variable loci in a variety of snake species, although based on data from birds and other snake species, loci that can be amplified with heterospecific primers are not necessarily polymorphic (Gibbs HL, unpublished data).
Discussion
Our main result is that we have isolated and characterized a set of variable microsatellite loci that should prove useful for a variety of population-level analyses in eastern massasaugas and possibly other snake species. Our results also raise some general issues related to these types of analyses using microsatellites in vertebrates, which we comment on below.
Levels of Heterozygosity
One striking finding was the significant heterozygote deficiency at all loci within the Killbear population of massasaugas. Traditionally such deficiencies have been attributed to some biological phenomenon such as nonrandom mating or undetected population structure (cf. Hartl and Clark 1987). More recently, however, the discovery of null alleles in microsatellites have lead some authors to argue that an alternative explanation for high levels of homozygosity is the presence of nonamplifying alleles within individuals and that this is a sufficient explanation for heterozygote deficiencies in natural populations (cf. Allen et al. 1995; Brookfield 1996; Paetkau and Strobeck 1994) . Our use of alternate primer sets for three of the loci described here is one of the first direct tests of the ''null allele'' hypothesis for heterozygote deficiencies in wild vertebrates.
The fact that we detected no additional heterozygotes indicates that (1) the use of comparisons between observed and expected levels of heterozygosity as tests for the presence of null alleles may give misleading results and (2) the reduced levels of heterozygosity in this massasaugas population are probably due to biological phenomena. Potential biological explanations for the heterozygote deficiency in the Killbear population include (1) a Wahlund effect (cf. Hartl and Clark 1987) due to unrecognized population structure on a microgeographic scale or (2) inbreeding resulting from assortative mating between kin. Additional analysis by Gibbs et al. (unpublished data) indicate that both phenomena may cause heterozygote deficiencies in this and other populations of these snakes.
Microsatellite Evolution
The stepwise mutation model for microsatellite evolution assumes that when a mutation occurs at a locus the allele in question has an equal probability of either increasing or decreasing in size by one repeat unit ( Valdes et al. 1993 ). However, recent analyses using either simulations ( Di Rienzo et al. 1994) or analytical predictions ( Estoup et al. 1995) suggest that a simple stepwise model does not accurately reflect mutational processes at some microsatellite loci in humans and insects. Based on these results, Estoup et al. (1995) argue that the more traditional infinite alleles mutation model ( Ewens 1972) may better match the mutational processes occurring at these loci. Although we did not conduct formal tests of the appropriateness of either model to explain variation in the snake microsatellites described here, the large gaps in allele size distributions for at least three of the loci suggest that, for unknown reasons, at least some mutations may have resulted in changes of allele sizes of many repeat units. Modeling studies of the type conducted by Di Rienzo et al. (1994) and Estoup et al. (1995) are needed to accurately determine which model best describes how mutations occur at these loci, but we feel our data at least raise the issue that the pure stepwise model may not be appropriate. What we assume about how mutational processes operate at microsatellite loci is important because it bears on the accuracy of the different metrics used to measure levels of population differentiation. Our results suggest that measures based on the stepwise models [e.g., R st (Slatkin 1995) There are two other possibilities that could explain the presence of two distinct types of alleles in the Killbear population. First, it could represent a retained ancestral polymorphism that resulted due to introgression between two ancient populations containing different size alleles. A test of this idea would require information on the phylogenetic history of the two allele types. Such data are not currently available. Second, massasaugas collected elsewhere which carry different size alleles may have been translocated into the park by humans. Anecdotal information suggests that small numbers of massasaugas have been released into the park during the past 30 years (Parent C, unpublished data). However, this explanation seems unlikely because the size range of alleles from other Georgian Bay populations is similar to that of the Killbear snakes (Gibbs HL et al., unpublished data) and the survival of translocated massasaugas is extremely low (Johnson B, unpublished data). Hartl D and Clark AG, 1987 A Canada goose (Branta canadensis) genomic library was created and screened for clones containing various microsatellite motifs. Fourteen positive clones were identified and sequenced; five primer pairs were developed and utilized to screen approximately 460 Canada geese for genetic variation. Each of these primer pairs were consistently scorable and polymorphic (average heterozygosity of 55%). DNA was isolated and successfully amplified from 2-year-old goose tail fans which received no special care other than storage at 4ЊC. Two of the five goose primers also amplified DNA from a partial family of wood ducks (Aix sponsa; n ϭ 5), but no variation was detected at either locus. In geese, the number of alleles per locus ranged from 7 to 24. PIC values ranged from 0.41 to 0.91, while average levels of observed heterozygosity varied between 0.34 and 0.78. The high levels of polymorphism exhibited by these markers should be useful in addressing population genetic issues in Canada geese.
Canada geese (Branta canadensis) number in the millions across North America. Their populations and natural history have been a source of study for decades ( Bellrose 1980; MacInnes 1962; Palmer 1976) . Geese are a wildlife management priority from both an economic and biological standpoint. There are 11 putative subspecies of Canada geese based upon morphological differences ( Delacour 1954; Johnsgard 1978) . These subspecies are grouped according to size into two categories: large-and small-bodied geese. A main objective of North American waterfowl biologists is to identify the population affiliation, if any, of small Canada geese in the Central Flyway (B. c. parvipes and B. c. hutchinsii) .
Initially, analysis of proteins through allozyme electrophoresis was used to detect potential differences among subspecies of Canada geese ( Baker and Hanson 1966; Morgan et al. 1977) . A major problem with allozyme studies of geese is the low level of variability detectable with conventional protein electrophoresis. From a genetic viewpoint, the available allozyme data suggests that there is no basis for current taxonomic distinctions at the subspecific level. We chose to utilize hypervariable microsatellite loci (which typically have many more alleles per locus than allozymes) to determine if low levels of variability among loci are the primary reason that allozyme studies have failed to delineate populations and subspecies of Canada geese. Our objective was to produce a panel of microsatellite markers that could be used to assess the population structure of Canada geese.
Materials and Methods
Genomic Library
Blood samples were used as a source of high-quality DNA. Our samples came from 13 collecting locales in the Northwest Territories of Canada ranging from Baffin Island in the east to the Mackenzie River delta in the west. Geese were mainly collected on their nesting grounds by driving flightless geese (those that had molted) into an enclosure. Goose blood (0.25-0.50 cc) was drawn from the brachial vein and transferred to a sterile polypropylene tube . The numerous slippage bands in the dinucleotide repeat make it more difficult to score than the pentamer, which has fewer and less severe shadow bands. Additionally the size of the dinucleotides are sometimes difficult to discern, as shown in panel B.
containing 5 ml of lysis buffer ( Longmire et al. 1991) . The blood and lysis buffer were incorporated by inversion. Once the tubes arrived at the laboratory, proteinase K was added to the blood-lysis solution to a final concentration of 0.5 g/ml and incubated at 37ЊC with rotation overnight. Following a phenol extraction, the aqueous phase was retained and dialyzed against 1ϫ TE (10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA) at 4ЊC overnight. The DNA was then ethanol precipitated and rehydrated with water. DNA concentrations were determined by agarose-gel electrophoresis. Additionally DNA was extracted from feather quills pulled from the tail fan and from muscle associated with the tail fan. These goose tail fans were 2 years old and had no special care given to them other than coldroom storage. The tissues were placed into the lysis buffer and treated in the same manner as the blood samples. A genomic library was constructed using methods similar to DeWoody et al. (1995) . Briefly, genomic DNA from a single goose was digested with Sau3A1; small fragments (Ͻ500 bp) were collected and cloned into the plasmid vector pBluescript II SKϩ (Stratagene Inc., La Jolla, California) and transformed into DH5-alpha competent cells (Stratagene). Different repeat arrays d(GT/CA, CT/GA, GATA/ CTAT ) were hybridized to resultant colonies according to Janecek et al. (1993) ; 14 positive clones were isolated and sequenced according to established protocols (Sambrook et al. 1989) . Sequences are deposited in GenBank under accession numbers U66089, U66090, U66091, U66092, and U66093.
DNA Amplification
PCR primers were designed for five of the 14 positive clones. All 14 clones contained repeats; however, 9 of the 14 clones did not allow primer design due to insufficient sequence data. Several of these clones contained microsatellites that were too close to the vector/insert junction to allow primer design. The sequence of each primer, expected product size, and annealing temperature are listed in Table 1 .
PCRs were performed in 25 l volumes containing ϳ200 ng DNA, 0.25 M of each primer, 200 M dNTP, 1.5 mM MgCl 2 , 1ϫ buffer, and 1.25 units of Taq DNA polymerase. Thermal profile consisted of an initial denaturation of 2 min at 94ЊC followed by 35 cycles of 94ЊC for 1 min, primer-specific annealing temperature ( Table 1) for 30 s, and 72ЊC for 30 s. PCR products were visualized using a radioactively labeled primer; the forward primer was labeled with 32 P-gamma-ATP using T4-polynucleotide kinase ( New England Biolabs, Beverly, Massachusetts) according to manufacturer's instructions.
Radiolabeled PCR products were denatured for 4 min at 80ЊC and electrophoresed in a 6% polyacrylamide gel (Sequagel, Atlanta, Georgia) at 55 W for up to 6 h. After drying, gels were exposed to X-ray film. Autoradiographs were scored utilizing the DNA sequence of M13 as a molecular size standard. Each allele was discrete and defined by size according to this standard.
Results and Discussion
We isolated and sequenced 14 clones that hybridized to three microsatellite repeat motifs from a Canada goose genomic library. We designed PCR primers to amplify five presumably independent loci that contained microsatellite repeats. Four of the five loci ( TTUCG-1-4) are each d(GT/ CA) n repeats, while the fifth locus ( TTUCG-5) is a d(GATAA/CTATT ) n pentamer. The clone containing the pentamer repeat also contained a d(CT/GA) repetitive element, but our PCR primers amplify only the pentamer repeat. Our results indicate that the pentamer repeat is much easier to score than the dinucleotide repeats because of fewer slippage bands ( Figure 1) .
Each of the five PCR primer pairs was highly polymorphic in Canada geese, with an average of 15.4 alleles per locus ( Table 1 ). Average observed heterozygosity ranged from 34 to 78%, with an average of 55% over all five loci ( Table 1) . PIC values ( Botstein et al. 1980 ) indicate that each marker should be highly informative; values ranged from 0.4068 to 0.9090 ( Table  1) . Two of the five markers ( TTUCG-1 and TTUCG-4) amplified DNA from a small sample of related wood ducks (n ϭ 5; mother and four offspring); however, no genetic variation was observed even though genetic variation is segregating within the family according to a duck microsatellite marker (Cathey et al. 1996) .
In summary, we created a goose genomic library and developed a panel of five microsatellite markers that are highly polymorphic in multiple populations of Canada geese. Two of these markers were monomorphic in a small family of wood ducks. Additionally we successfully used all five microsatellite markers to amplify goose DNA from tail fans that were collected in the field and donated by hunters. Goose hunters are often surveyed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to obtain information about their harvest. These surveys offer a convenient and inexpensive way to gather tissue from wild populations that can later be used for genetic analysis. The tail fans were shipped in an envelope at ambient temperature and transferred to a cold room at 4ЊC at the earliest convenience. No other care and/or preparation was given to these tail fans until some 2 years later, when DNA was isolated as described above. Therefore the markers described herein should be of value to both wildlife managers who study Canada geese as well as geneticists. Short beak (SBK) is a new semilethal mutation of Japanese quail (Coturnix japonica). The SBK individuals are characterized externally by short beaks, shanks, and digits. The shank is also thicker than the wild type. The shape of the mutant beak does not show a parrotlike appearance, contrasting with that of other poultry chondrodystrophic mutants reported in the literature. Bones in the fore and hind limbs of the SBK mutant are also shorter than the wild types. The humerus and ulna in the wing are significantly thicker than the wild types. Other bones in the wing and leg show approximately the same thickness as the wild types. The majority of the SBK mutants die at the late embryonic stage. Some chicks can hatch with no assistance, but almost all die around 3 days of age. However, a part of the SBK individuals (5.3%, 8/151) reach sexual maturity and can reproduce. Genetic analyses revealed that the SBK mutation is controlled by an autosomal recessive gene. The proposed gene symbol is sbk. The sbk gene is not allelic to the previously reported stumpy-limb (sl) gene that expresses a somewhat similar phenotype to the SBK.
In August 1994 we found unusual chicks having beaks and shanks reduced in size. These were among the progeny from a mating of a black-at-hatch mutant (Minezawa and Wakasugi 1977) female and a wild-type male Japanese quail (Coturnix japonica) kept at the Department of Laboratory Animal Science, College of Agriculture, Osaka Prefecture University. All of these unusual chicks died before reaching maturity. Fullsib matings of their normal siblings also segregated such abnormal individuals. Thus this abnormality seemed to be a recessive lethal mutation. In Japanese quail, there are five mutations that show reduced beak and shank lengths and lethality (Collins et al. 1968; Hermes et al. 1990; Hill et al. 1963; Nichols and Cheng 1991; Tsudzuki 1995b) . The present mutant seemed to be phenotypically different from all of them. We named our mutant short beak (SBK) and started genetic analysis. This article describes the features of the SBK character and its mode of inheritance.
Materials and Methods
General care of quail is described elsewhere ( Tsudzuki 1995a). We compared external appearances between the SBK and wild-type newly hatched chicks. We measured with a caliper the length of the beak, shank, and third digit and the midshaft thickness of the shank in both mutant and wild-type chicks. Furthermore, we compared SBK and wild-type long bones of 15-day embryos by measuring their length and midshaft thickness under a dissecting microscope. For this purpose we stained the bone with alizarin red S (Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd., Osaka, Japan) based on the method described by Tsudzuki and Wakasugi (1988) . The resulting data were analyzed by Student's t test or Cochran-Cox test. L ϭ length; T ϭ thickness; Metacarpus ϭ the third metacarpus; phalanx in the wing ϭ the first phalanx of the third digit; length of the metatarsus ϭ length of the third metatarsus; thickness of the metatarsus ϭ total thickness of the second through fourth metatarsi; phalanx in the leg ϭ the first phalanx of the third digit. Means within a line having different superscripts differ significantly by Student's t test or Cochran-Cox test (P Ͻ .05 for body weight, P Ͻ .01 for bone thickness, P Ͻ .001 for bone length).
Mating Experiments
We separated the female and male of the original pair that produced the first mutants and mated each of them to wild-type controls ( UOP-WT line; Ito and Tsudzuki 1994) to produce F 1 progeny. We then mated the F 1 birds among themselves, avoiding sib matings, and identified carrier matings by a progeny test. We mated the progeny from these carrier matings inter se and again identified carrier matings by a progeny test. In these selected proven carrier matings, we examined the incidence of SBK individuals. With the SBK individuals derived from the carrier matings, we examined the viability of this mutant. Because a few SBK mutants were viable and fertile, we paired SBK mutants with wild-type controls to produce F 1 progeny. We then backcrossed the F 1 birds to the SBK mutants. In these F 1 and backcross progeny, we investigated the incidence of the SBK individuals. All segregation data obtained in the present study were analyzed by the chi-square test.
In addition to the mating experiment with the viable SBK mutants and wild-type controls, we made an allelism test between the viable SBK mutant and stumpy limb (sl) mutant ( Tsudzuki 1995b; Tsudzuki et al. 1991 ) that is also characterized by reduced beaks and shanks. For this purpose we paired the SBK male to the SL female and examined the phenotype of their F 1 progeny.
Results and Discussion
Morphology
The SBK chick had a somewhat smaller and more globular head than the wild type. The beak of the mutant was shorter than the wild type. Its shape did not show a parrotlike appearance but was similar to that of the wild-type beak. The shanks and digits of the SBK chick were shorter than those of the wild-type chick. Moreover, the SBK shanks were slightly thicker than the wild type. Table 1 shows body weight, length of the beak, shank, and third digit, and thickness of the shank in newly hatched wild-type and SBK mutant chicks. There was no significant difference in the body weight between the mutant and the wild type, nor between the sexes. There was also no sex difference in the length of the beak, shank, and third digit. However, the length of the beak, shank, and third digit of the SBK mutant were all significantly (P Ͻ .001) shorter than the wild type. The length of the beak, shank, and third digit of the SBK chick was approximately 90% of that of the wild-type chick. The shank was significantly (P Ͻ .05) thicker in the SBK mutant than in the wild type. The extent to which the SBK shank was thickened was approximately 110%. These data support the correctness of the visual observation mentioned above. Table 2 shows measurements of body weight and appendicular bones of wildtype and SBK mutant embryos at 15 days of incubation. There were no sex differences in all points measured within each group. The body weight of the SBK embryo was significantly smaller than that of the wild type. The length of all the bones that were measured ( humerus, ulna, third metacarpus, and first phalanx of the third digit in the wing, and femur, tibia, metatarsus, and first phalanx of the third digit in the leg) was significantly smaller in the SBK embryos (approximately 80-90%) than in the wild-type embryos. On the other hand, the humerus and ulna of the SBK embryos were significantly thicker (approximately 110%) than that of the wild types. The other bones in the wings and all bones in the legs that were measured showed similar values to those of the wild types. The appendicular bones of the SBK mutant had a dumpy appearance in comparison with wild-type bones.
Measurement of the Beak, Shank, and Digit
Measurement of Appendicular Bones
In spite of the similar thickness of the metatarsus between the wild-type and SBK individuals ( Table 2) , the thickness of the shank was significantly larger in the SBK mutant than in the wild type ( Table 1) .
There is a possibility that the SBK mutant shank might have a greater amount of flesh and/or skin around the metatarsus. Although the body weight of the 15-day SBK embryos was lighter than the wild type ( Table 2) , there were no significant differences in body weight between the newly hatched wild-type and SBK mutant chicks ( Table 1 ). The body weight of the 15-day SBK mutant embryos ranged from 4.1 to 6.0 g. As is mentioned later, a considerably larger number of the SBK mutants die before hatching. Thus it is thought that SBK individuals with lower body weight die before hatching and only those with higher weight can hatch, leading to no significant difference in body weight between the wild-type and SBK chicks. Table 3 shows the incidence of the SBK mutant in proven carrier matings. Before 11 days of incubation, embryonic mortality was similar between the control and carrier matings. Of 617 progeny on and after 11 days of incubation, 466 were wildtypes and 151 were SBKs. This segregation ratio was in good agreement ( 2 ϭ 0.09, .80 Ͼ P Ͼ .70) with the expected 3:1 ratio based on the hypothesis that the SBK character is controlled by an autosomal recessive gene. Among the 466 wild types, 40 (8.6%) died at the late embryonic stage, whereas among the 151 SBKs, 93 (61.6%) died at the same stage. Moreover, of the 58 SBK chicks that hatched, 42 died before maturity, with the peak of death around 3 days of age. The remaining 16 birds (7 females and 9 males) reached adulthood. Of the 7 females and 9 males, a female and a male showed no sexual maturity, 4 females and 2 males showed sexual maturity but died before mating experiments, and 2 females and 6 males could actually reproduce. Table 4 shows the results of direct matings of the viable SBK mutants to controls. All 182 F 1 birds from reciprocal matings were wild types. The backcross segregation ratio was also in good accordance ( 2 ϭ 0.12, .80 Ͼ P Ͼ .70) with the expected 1:1 ratio based on the hypothesis mentioned. Thus it is concluded that the SBK character is controlled by an autosomal recessive semilethal gene with variable expressivity in lethality.
Genetic Analyses
The stumpy limb (SL) mutant ( Tsudzuki 1995b; Tsudzuki et al. 1991) shows short beaks and shanks and is controlled by an autosomal recessive gene, sl. In the test for allelism, the 75 F 1 birds from two pairmatings of the SBK male and SL female showed a wild-type phenotype, which indicates that the two traits are not alleles. We propose the gene symbol sbk for the mutant gene controlling the short beak character.
The present mutant is characterized by brachycephaly and short, thick legs and accompanied by lethality. Besides the SL mutation mentioned, there are four chondrodystrophic mutations in Japanese quail that have abnormalities in the beak and leg and show lethality, that is, micromelia ( Hill et al. 1963) , chondrodystrophy (Collins et al. 1968 ), chondrodystrophy-2 ( Hermes et al. 1990 , and micromelia-Nichols ( Nichols and Cheng 1991). All of them, however, are easily distinguishable from the present SBK mutant by possessing a parrotlike beak and/or 100% prehatching lethality. The SBK mutant has a shortened beak, but its shape does not show a parrotlike beak appearance. Approximately 40% of the SBK mutants can hatch with no assistance, and a few SBK birds reach sexual maturity.
Several chondrodystrophic mutations have also been reported in chickens and turkeys as well as in Japanese quail (Savage 1990; Somes 1990 ), but almost all of them are characterized by parrotlike beaks and/or 100% lethality during embryonic stages, apparently differing from the quail SBK mutation. The micromelia-Hays mutant of chickens ( Hays 1944) is somewhat similar to the quail SBK mutant in having reduced beaks with normal shape and approximately 30% hatchability. However, mutant chicks have greatly shortened legs and die within 1 week, which differs obviously from the quail SBK mutant. The extent to which the SBK legs are shortened is small, and a few SBK individuals reach sexual maturity and can reproduce. The chondrodystrophy-m mutant of turkeys ( Nestor 1978) resembles the present SBK mutant in two points. It has proportionately shortened upper and lower beaks, and some mutants reach adulthood. However, all are sterile, and about half of the mutants show the absence of some terminal phalanges, contrasting with the quail SBK mutant in which phalanges are normal and some individuals are fertile. Trifolium pratense (red clover) is a shortlived herbaceous plant native to southeastern Europe and Asia Minor. Widely used in agriculture, T. pratense is cultivated as an annual, winter annual, or biennial. It blooms from mid-spring to early fall and is insect pollinated and self-incompatible. Seeds are mammal and bird dispersed. Naturalized populations of T. pratense occur along roadsides and in old fields as well as native grasslands. Allozyme diversity and population genetic structure were determined for nine populations of T. pratense. Results from 13 allozyme loci indicate that genetic diversity is higher and population divergence is lower than expected based on the life-history characteristics of the species. We conclude that the high levels of genetic diversity found within populations of T. pratense suggest that these are not newly established founder populations, and that the low levels of genetic divergence seen among populations are probably due to high rates of gene flow among populations as a result of seed and pollen movement.
Agricultural breeding practices and lifehistory characteristics of cultivated species effect the levels of genetic diversity maintained within species and their populations. At the species level, high genetic diversity is desirable; thus germplasm collections and seed banks have been established to conserve and maintain the genetic diversity of cultivated species and their relatives ( Blixt 1988; Marshall 1989; Marshall and Brown 1975) . Genetic diversity within populations of crop species is often reduced, however, when the characteristics of high yield and phenotypic uniformity are selected.
Naturalized populations of cultivated species (i.e., escapes) are ultimately a product of both their biological characteristics and historical cultivation practices. Newly established naturalized populations should have low levels of genetic diversity for several reasons. First, genetic variation in the source population (i.e., a cultivated field) may be limited because the field was planted with a single strain or cultivar. Second, populations of colonizing species are often founded by a small sample of a larger population (i.e., founder effect) and as a result may exhibit reduced genetic diversity ( Barrett and Shore 1989; Chakraborty and Nei 1977; Nei et al. 1975; Nei and Tajima 1981) . Finally, because the competitive ability of cultivated species is often reduced in natural habitats, the number of successful founders may be small (i.e., founder selection), further reducing genetic variation sampled from the source population. These factors should contribute to low genetic diversity within populations and higher divergence among populations. In contrast, the mixing of strains due to seed movement and pollen flow between established populations should increase intrapopulation diversity and reduce differentiation among populations.
In this study we examined genetic variation within and among naturalized populations of Trifolium pratense L. (red clover). A short-lived herbaceous plant, T. pratense is cultivated as an annual, winter annual, or biennial. It is widely used in agriculture and is of considerable economic importance. Originating in southeastern Europe and Asia Minor, T. pratense was first cultivated in northern Europe around 1650 (Merkenschlager 1934) and was introduced to North America by European colonists ( Fergus and Hollowell 1960; Pieters and Hollowell 1937) . T. pratense is an insect-pollinated, self-incompatible diploid (2n ϭ 14) that blooms from mid-spring to early fall (Smith et al. 1985) . Seeds are dispersed by horses, cattle, humans and birds (Ridley 1930) . T. pratense is commonly found along roadsides and in old fields, but it also invades natural and cultivated grasslands.
We compared the genetic diversity and population genetic structure in naturalized populations of T. pratense with plant species having similar life-history characteristics. We concluded that the high levels of genetic diversity found within populations of T. pratense suggest that these are not newly established founder populations, and that the low levels of genetic divergence seen among populations is probably due to high rates of gene flow among populations as a result of seed and pollen movement.
Materials and Methods
Nine population samples of T. pratense were collected, three populations in the southeastern United States in 1992 (Jackson, North Carolina ϭ JNC1; Clayton, Georgia ϭ BMT1; Athens, Georgia ϭ CCR1) and in 1993 (Jackson, North Carolina ϭ JNC2; Clayton, Georgia ϭ BMT2; Athens, Georgia ϭ CCR2) and an additional three populations in 1993 from the northeastern United States ( Biddeford, Maine ϭ UNE; Kennebunk, Maine ϭ KBS; Woodstock, Virginia ϭ WHS) ( Figure 1) . Data from the 1992 and 1993 southeastern populations were pooled for analysis unless stated otherwise. From each population leaf samples were collected from 48 individual plants. Samples were stored on ice after collection and transported to the laboratory for electrophoretic analysis. Each leaf sample was cut finely, frozen with liquid nitrogen, and crushed with a mortar and pestle. Enzymes were stabilized and extracted by the addition of a potassium phosphate buffer ). The enzyme extracts were absorbed onto filter paper wicks and stored at Ϫ70ЊC. Electrophoresis was performed on 10% starch gels according to the gel and electrode buffer systems of Soltis et al. (1983) . Twelve enzyme stains resolved 13 loci. The enzymes stained were triose phosphate isomerase ( TPI), alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH), glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (GDH), peroxidase (PER), malate dehydrogenase (MDH), glucosephosphate isomerase (GPI), diaphorase ( DIA), 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase (6-PGDH), malic enzyme (ME), ␤-galactosidase (␤-GAL), leucine aminopeptidase ( LAP), and fructose biphosphate ( FBP). Stain recipes were taken from Soltis et al. (1983) , except for DIA and ␤-GAL, which were taken from Cheliak and Pitel (1984) , and FBP, which is from Wendel and Weeden (1989). The genetic basis of the observed allozyme banding patterns was inferred from segregation patterns with reference to typical subunit structure (Gottlieb 1981; Harris and Hopkinson 1976) .
Allozyme diversity was calculated for the species as a whole and on a population basis using four standard measures: percent polymorphic loci (P), mean number of alleles per polymorphic locus (AP), effective number of alleles per locus (A e ), and gene diversity (H e ). Subscripts refer to species (s) or population (p) level parameters. Percent polymorphic loci (P s ) was calculated by dividing the number of loci polymorphic in at least one population by the total number of loci analyzed. The mean number of alleles per polymorphic locus (AP s ) was determined by summing all the alleles observed at polymorphic loci and dividing by the total number of loci. The effective number of alleles was calculated for each locus by 1/⌺p i 2 , where p i is the mean frequency of the ith allele. These values were then averaged across loci to obtain A es . Gene diversity at each locus was calculated as h ϭ 1 Ϫ ⌺p i 2 . The mean genetic diversity (H e ) is the arithmetic average of h values across all loci. At the population level, the values of P p , AP p , A ep , and H ep were calculated using the equations of Hedrick (1985) . Genetic parameters at the population level represent population means, whereas at the species level, parameters reflect overall genetic diversity within the species.
Deviations from Hardy-Weinberg expectations were examined for each population by calculating Wright's fixation index (Wright 1922) and testing for significant deviations from the expected value (F ϭ 0) by chi-square tests ( Li and Horvitz 1953) .
Chi-square analyses were also performed to test for heterogeneity in allele frequencies among populations (Workman and Niswander 1970) and among years. Total genetic diversity was partitioned into components using Nei's (1973 Nei's ( , 1977 
A measure of differentiation among populations, relative to total diversity, G x , as calculated at each locus and averaged over all polymorphic loci to obtain a species value for population divergence. Population divergence was also examined by calculating Nei's genetic distance and identity parameters ( Nei 1972 ) for all pairs of populations. An indirect estimate of gene flow among populations, N m , was estimated, from the genetic data as
where ␣ ϭ [n/(n Ϫ 1)] and n ϭ number of populations sampled (Crow and Aoki 1984) .
Results
Ten of the 13 loci (76.9%) were polymorphic in at least one population. ␤-GAL, 6-PGDH, and ADH were monomorphic enzyme systems. The percent polymorphic loci within populations ranged from 61.5% in population CCR to 76.9% in population BMT, with an overall mean of 68.4%. The number of alleles per polymorphic locus was 2.60 at the species level and averaged 2.52 within populations. Expected heterozygosity for the species was H es ϭ 0.285 and at the population level was H ep ϭ 0.250 ( Table 1) .
Hardy-Weinberg expectations were observed in all but 5 of the 117 chi-square tests. Since we would expect to see 5.85 These results are consistent with the predominantly outcrossing mode of reproduction known for this species (Smith et al. 1985) . Allele frequencies were significantly different among populations for 9 of the 10 polymorphic loci (P Ͻ .001), the exception being the GDH1 locus which had very little genetic variation. The mean proportion of total genetic variation due to differences among regions, G reg , and among populations within regions, G pop , was 0.013 and 0.049, respectively, indicating that most of the genetic diversity occurs within populations (93.8%) ( Table 2) . Genetic identity among pairs of populations was relatively high, ranging from 0.952 to 0.989, with a mean of 0.972 (data not shown).
Temporal variation among populations sampled in the southeastern United States, G year , accounted for 2.8% of the total gene diversity. G year values were significant for all loci except GDH and LAP ( Table 3). The mean proportion of total genetic variation due to differences among populations within a sampling year, G pop(year) , was 0.067. Again, the majority of genetic diversity occurs within populations (G wpop ϭ 0.905).
Discussion
Genetic diversity in T. pratense is high in comparison to that of most plant species. Mean genetic diversity (H es ) was 0.285, mean percent polymorphic loci (P s ) was 76.9, and mean number of alleles per polymorphic locus (AP s ) was 2.60. These same parameters, averaged over many plant species, are H es ϭ 0.150, P s ϭ 50.5, and AP s ϭ 2.90 (unpublished results based on data from Hamrick and Godt 1989) . A similar pattern was observed at the population level. Mean genetic diversity within T. pratense populations (H ep ) was 0.250, mean percent polymorphic loci (P p ) was 68.3, and the mean number of alleles per polymorphic locus (AP p ) was 2.52. Averaged over many plant species these values are H ep ϭ 0.113, a P p ϭ 34.2, and an AP p ϭ 2.55 ( Hamrick and Godt 1989) .
The relatively high level of genetic variation in T. pratense may reflect this species' wide geographic distribution and obligate outcrossing mode of reproduction. Widely distributed plant species tend to maintain more variation than narrowly distributed species; and predominantly outcrossing species tend to have more genetic diversity overall and also tend to maintain more variation within their populations than species with higher proportions of self-pollination ( Hamrick and Godt 1989; Hamrick et al. 1979 ). The level of genetic variation in T. pratense is high even when compared to other widely distributed and outcrossed species. Species with a wide geographic distribution have an H es of 0.202 and H ep of 0.159, a P s of 58.9 and P p of 43.0, and an AP s of 3.2 and AP p of 2.0. Predominantly outcrossing species have an H es of 0.167 and H ep of 0.124, a P s of 50.1 and P p of 35.9, and an AP s of 3.0 and AP p of 2.4. The values for T. pratense are generally higher than each of these parameters. Because high levels of genetic diversity are often deliberately maintained in crop species ( Hamrick and Godt 1989; Marshall 1989; Muona 1989; Weber et al. 1989) , the cultivated status of T. pratense may have contributed to the high genetic variation observed.
Two observations suggest that the naturalized populations of red clover studied were founded by multiple individuals. First, genetic diversity values among populations of T. pratense are uniformly high. Second, genetic differentiation among populations of T. pratense within geographic regions and within years is low (G pop ϭ 0.049 and G pop(year) ϭ 0.067, respectively) compared to values averaged over many plant species and to geographically widely dispersed and outcrossing species. By contrast, G pop values averaged over many plant species, geographically widely dispersed species, and outcrossing animal-pollinated species are 0.224, 0.210, and 0.197, respectively ( Hamrick and Godt 1989) . Because of the random losses of alleles due to sampling, both low genetic diversity and high population differentiation was predicted. The red clover data do not fit the predictions. Nei et al. (1975) , however, showed that the reduction in average heterozygosity per locus depends not only on the size of a founder population, but also on the subsequent growth rate of the population. If population growth is rapid, reduction in heterozygosity is small, even when the founding population is small. Furthermore, because the subgroups (i.e., 1992, 1993, southern, and northern populations) display similar genetic diversity and population structure, it appears that interpopulation migration has effectively distributed the genetic diversity of the species among populations. Therefore, under the normal conditions of rapid population growth and high gene flow among populations of T. pratense, any founder effect present when the naturalized populations were first established would be ephemeral.
Estimates of gene flow are high among populations. Based on Crow and Aoki's (1984) gene flow equation, an N m value of 4.75 was estimated among regions. Among populations within regions N m ϭ 3.36 and between years N m ϭ 2.17. Chi-square analysis indicates that the overall G year value, 0.028, is significantly different from zero. Still the genetic identity between populations between years is relatively high (ϳ0.96). These year-to-year differences are probably due to the high turnover of clover plants within naturalized populations ( Vescio LV and Hamrick JL, unpublished data).
It appears that the outcrossing nature of T. pratense, coupled with strong flying pollinators (e.g., Bombus spp.) and dispersal by mammals, birds, farm machinery, and other vehicles has resulted in a high level of gene exchange via pollen between cultivated and naturalized populations of red clover. This conclusion is consistent with indirect estimates of gene flow for plant species with breeding system characteristics similar to that of red clover ( Hamrick et al. 1995) . Our results are also consistent with genetic marker-based studies of other crop species or their related congeners (e.g., Ellstrand and Hoffman 1985; Kirkpatrick and Wilson 1988) . The potential for long-distance seed and pollen movement has maintained high levels of genetic diversity within populations and reduced genetic diversity among populations.
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Assignment of the Fr3 Locus to Soybean Linkage Group 9 R. G. Palmer and X. F. Chen
A study was conducted to determine the linkage relationship between the loci Fr3 (root fluorescence) and Ap (acid phosphatase) in the soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.], as well as to ascertain the linkage relationship of Fr3 with two other loci in the soybean classical linkage group 9. Exact plant-to-plant reciprocal crosses were made between near-isogenic line Hark-Fr3 and near-isogenic line Clark-ti (Kunitz trypsin inhibitor null) and Hark-Fr3 with cultivar Norredo. F 2 segregation data, for the Fr3-Ap gene pair from reciprocal crosses of Hark-Fr3 ϫ Clark-ti, gave a recombination value of 4.51 Ϯ 0.55 with 1464 F 2 plants. However, reciprocal crosses of Hark-Fr3 ϫ Norredo gave a recombination value of 10.25 Ϯ 0.83 with 1344 F 2 plants. Finally, the gene order of Fr3-Ap-Ti-Lap1 (leucine aminopeptidase) was established for classical linkage group 9 in soybean.
Soybean [Glycine max ( L.) Merr.] linkage maps composed of morphological, protein, RFLP, RAPD, and SSR markers have been published (Akkaya et al. 1995; Palmer and Hedges 1993; Rafalski and Tingey 1993; Shoemaker and Olson 1993; . The cultivated soybean is considered as a diploidized tetraploid species (2n ϭ 2x ϭ 40 chromosomes) ( Hymowitz and Singh 1987). Thus 20 linkage groups are expected, but the present classical genetic map lists only 19 linkage groups (Palmer and Hedges 1993) . Root fluorescent soybean mutants (a phenomenon in which roots fluoresce when irradiated with ultraviolet light) have been useful in characterizing germplasm diversity ( Delannay and Palmer 1982) , in tissue culture research (Roth et al. 1982) , and in genetic linkage studies ( Devine et al. 1993; Griffin et al. 1989) . Genetic analyses of these mutants have revealed at least four single recessive genes-fr1, fr2, fr4, and fr5-that condition the nonfluorescence phenotype. However, the single dominant gene, Fr3, also conditions nonfluorescence root phenotype in soybean ( Delannay and Palmer 1982; Sawada and Palmer 1987) . The Fr1 locus has been located on the classical genetic map to linkage group 12 (Griffin et al. 1989 ) and the Fr2 locus has been located on the soybean molecular map ( Devine et al. 1993) . The linkage relationships with the other three nonfluorescent loci are unknown.
Near-isogenic lines have been developed in soybean via the backcross breeding method. Near-isogenic lines have been used in mapping classical and molecular markers and in the integration of the classical and molecular linkage maps (Muehlbauer et al. 1988 (Muehlbauer et al. , 1989 . Backcrosses of nonfluorescent soybean root mutants (Palmer et al. 1983; Palmer 1994) were done to produce near-isogenic lines that were used in attempts to determine the biochemical pathway. Root fluorescence was not correlated with abundance per se of fluorescent isoflavonoids in roots (Grady et al. 1995) .
During the backcrossing it was noticed that the same variant alleles of Fr3 (root fluorescence) and Ap (acid phosphatase) tended to be inherited together, which suggested that the Fr3 and Ap loci might be linked. Soybean linkage group 9 is represented by four protein markers, acid phosphatase, Kunitz trypsin inhibitor, leucine aminopeptidase, and phosphogluconate dehydrogenase. Although some of the same lines were used by Yu and Kiang (1990) and Hildebrand et al. (1980) to determine recombination values between acid phosphatase and Kunitz trypsin inhibitor loci, recombination values varied from 6.1 Ϯ 0.3 ( Yu and Kiang 1990) to 16.2 Ϯ 1.5 ( Hildebrand et al. 1980) . The various recombination values may be due to the fact that plants were grown in different environmental conditions, that distinct electrophoresis procedures were employed to identify isozyme banding patterns, or that different seed sources were used.
The objective of this study was to verify the linkage relationship and the gene order of the Fr3 locus with other loci in the soybean classical linkage group 9.
Materials and Methods
The genetic stocks used in this experiment and their genotypes were Clark-ti (Palmer 1994) . Seed of parents and F 2 plants were characterized by using starch-gel electrophoresis for acid phosphatase (Ap locus; EC 3.1.3.2) (Cardy and Beversdorf 1984) and by polyacrylamide-gel electrophoresis for Kunitz trypsin inhibitor (Ti locus) ( Hildebrand et al. 1980 ) and for leucine aminopeptidase (Lap1 locus; EC 3.4.1.1) ( Kiang et al. 1985) . The 4-day-old seedlings were observed in the dark under ultraviolet light and the root phenotypes were nonfluorescent (Fr3Ϫ) or fluorescent (fr3fr3) ( Delannay and Palmer 1982) . The three lines were planted at the Bruner Farm near Ames, Iowa. One plant was harvested from each of the three lines. Seed were planted at the University of Puerto Rico-Iowa State University Soybean Nursery near Isabela, Puerto Rico. Exact plantto-plant cross-pollinations with reciprocal cross-pollinations were made for all possible genetic combinations. F 1 seed were harvested individually and planted at the Soybean Nursery near Isabela to generate F 2 seed for linkage determinations.
Recombination values and chi-squares were analyzed for the Ap (1:2:1), Fr3(3:1), Ti (3:1), and Lap1 (1:2:1) loci by using the computer program Linkage-1, version 90 (Suiter et al. 1983) , which uses the maximum likelihood method (Allard 1956 ).
Results and Discussion
Recombination is one of the mechanisms for generating genetic variability, whereas the lack of recombination conserves genetic variability. Plant breeders depend upon recombinations to create variability from which superior genotypes can be selected. Recombination values for various loci pairs in soybean generally have been consistent and a consensus classical linkage map has been constructed (Palmer and Hedges 1993) .
Soybean genetic linkage group 9 has been extensively studied. The parental lines used in our experiment had been maintained by self-pollination for a number of years. One plant from each parental line was selected, and its progenies were used for exact plant-to-plant cross-pollinations (and reciprocals). Stutte et al. (1979) reported that seed from a single homozygous parent minimized variability in physiological studies. Thus pedigree information and seed source are crucial for comparing recombination values.
For the Clark-ti ϫ Hark-Fr3 crosses and their reciprocal crosses, the recombination values for the Ti-Fr3 ( Table 1) , Ap-Fr3 ( Table 1) , and Ap-Ti ( Table 2) gene pairs were homogeneous. There was no significant variation among the three loci pairs in recombination values. For the Norredo ϫ Hark-Fr3 crosses and their reciprocal crosses, the recombination values for the Ap-Fr3 ( Table 1) , Lap1-Fr3 ( Table 1) , and Ap-Lap1 ( Table 2 ) gene pairs were homogeneous. Figure 1 shows both the consensus linkage group 9 recombination values (Palmer and Hedges 1993) and the data from our experiments. The gene order is Pgd2-Lap1-Ti-Ap-Fr3.
The recombination values for the Ap-Fr3 loci ( Table 1) using an ultraviolet light. Acid phosphatase is easily classified by using starch-gel electrophoresis. Both leucine aminopeptidase and Kunitz trypsin inhibitor loci were classified by using polyacrylamide-gel electrophoresis. If the banding patterns were not interpretable, those samples were rerun. All traits classified fit their respective 3:1 or 1:2:1 ratio. As mentioned in the introduction, recombination values between acid phosphatase and the Kunitz trypsin inhibitor loci varied between 6.1 Ϯ 0.3 ( Yu and Kiang 1990) and 16.2 Ϯ 1.5 ( Hildebrand et al. 1980) . We used self-pollinated progeny from single plants in the cross-pollinations in an attempt to reduce variability in recombination values.
The Clark-ti parent is a backcross-6 selection of Clark-i (mutation) ϫ USDA PI 157.440 (source of the ti allele). PI 157.440 was introduced from South Korea in 1947. Both genotypes are G. max species. Hark-Fr3 parent is a backcross-6 selection of Hark ϫ USDA PI 424.078 (source of the Fr3 allele). PI 424.078 originally was listed as the wild annual species G. soja Sieb. & Zucc. but now is considered G. max. The pedigree of Norredo is unknown but is probably from cultivar Laredo (PI 40.658) introduced from China in 1915 (Bernard et al. 1987) .
Disparity in estimation of recombination has been reported for linkage group 1, with a recombination value of 4.6 Ϯ 0.9 for the Aco3 (aconitase) locus with the Sp1 (␤-amylase) locus in the interspecific cross of G. max ϫ G. soja (Griffin and Palmer 1987) . For the same two loci in the intraspecific cross of G. max ϫ G. max, the recombination value was 30.6 Ϯ 3.0 (Griffin and Palmer 1987) . The G. soja genotype (PI 342.622A) is homozygous for a chromosomal translocation ), but linkage with the Aco3 and Sp1 loci was not tested. The translocation heterozygosity could have resulted in plants with reduced recombination because of less effective meiotic chromosome pairing. Pfeiffer and Vogt (1990) found variation in recombination frequencies for three different chromosome regions in soybean. However, a genotype that generally enhanced or repressed recombination was not identified. Recombination rates of soybean varieties from four different release periods were evaluated for their recombination frequencies at three locus pairs. Recombination frequencies were significantly different among varieties within a release period but did not differ among release periods (Pfeiffer 1993) . Webb et al. (1995) reported segregation distortion in molecular mapping of soybean cyst nematode resistance. They attributed the distortion to differential survival of certain genotypes, pleiotropy, linkage of other genes to the soybean cyst nematode-resistance QTL, or a combination of both situations.
The gene order and recombination values for the Fr3, Ap, Ti, and Lap1 loci were established. Acid phosphatase is the most distal marker in linkage group a2 of the USDA-ISU molecular map . These additional markers from the classical map can now be placed on the molecular map linkage group a2.
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The Use of Confocal Microscopy to Study Chromosome Banding in Ornithogalum R. J. Griesbach
Confocal laser microscopy was used to examine the G-banding pattern of mitotic chromosomes of Ornithogalum (Star of Bethlehem) from late prophase. As compared with conventional microscopy, the higher resolution of confocal microscopy allowed for an increase in the contrast between individual bands. The banding pattern of Ornithogalum dubium and O. thyrsoides was compared. Similarities in banding pattern suggest that the major difference between these two species involves the chromosome containing the nucleolus organizer region. If the NOR is assigned to chromosome 2, then the banding pattern in the region proximal to the centromere of this chromosome in O. thyrsoides corresponded to that of chromosome 5 in O. dubium and vice versa. During meiosis in the primary hybrid, chromosome 2 of O. thyrsoides paired with chromosome 5 of O. dubium.
Ornithogalum is an important cut flower and potted plant crop. New hybrids are being created that combine the best characteristics of several species. Two of the most widely used species in breeding are Ornithogalum thyrsoides Jacq. and O. dubium Hout. Both of these species are classified within the group Aspasiae of the subgenus Aspasia (Obermeyer 1978) . The group Aspasiae is characterized by perianth segments that have no dark midrib and bracts that are large, petaloid, and have smooth margins.
There are many biotypes of O. thyrsoides (2n ϭ 12). Even though these biotypes differ in flower morphology, no distinctions can be made on the basis of karyological characteristics (Roos and Pienaar 1966) . O. thyrsoides has six different chromosomes that can be separated into three distinct groups based upon total length. Chromosomes 2, 3, and 5 all have the same length; chromosome 1 is slightly larger (5% longer), chromosome 4 is slightly smaller (10% shorter), and chromosome 6 is very small (50% shorter). Chromosome 2 differs from the rest because of its secondary constriction containing the nucleolus organizer region.
There are also many biotypes of O. dubium (2n ϭ 12). Many of these biotypes have been given species status in the past-O. alticola, aureum, flavissimum, miniatum, and leipoldtii (Obermeyer 1978) . Like the O. thyrsoides biotypes, none of the O. dubium biotypes can be distinguished based upon karyotype (Pienaar 1963) . The karyotype of O. dubium is indistinguishable from that of O. thyrsoides. In both species, the nucleolus organizer region defines chromosome 2.
Depending upon the biotype used, the interspecific hybrid between O. thyrsoides and O. dubium can be either partially fertile (Griesbach et. al. 1993) or completely sterile ( Niekerk and Pienaar 1968) . Even though the karyotypes of the two species superficially resemble each other, there must be major differences in chromosome organization.
During prophase, the chromosomes usually have a banded appearance. However, at this stage of the cell cycle it is nearly impossible to distinguish the individual chromosomes due to their extreme length and narrow width. As the chromo-somes become more condensed, the bands become more obscured. Occasionally, late prophase chromosomes can be found that are short and banded. The banding pattern of these chromosomes is usually weak, with little contrast between the bands. This article describes the use of a chromosome banding procedure with confocal microscopy to increase the frequency of late prophase chromosomes showing bands as well as the contrast between the bands. This technique was used to compare the chromosome organization of O. dubium and O. thyrsoides.
Material and Methods
A single clone each of O. dubium, O. thyrsoides, and their interspecific hybrid were compared. The O. dubium clone was collected from Plettenberg Bay, South Africa, while the O. thyrsoides clone was collected from the Clanwilliam area of South Africa. These clones are maintained at the U.S. National Arboretum.
Actively growing root tips were harvested, pretreated for 3 h at room temperature in 0.05% aqueous colchicine, and fixed for 16 h at room temperature in 75% methanol and 25% propionic acid. The root tips were then stored in fixative at Ϫ20ЊC.
Fixed root tips were softened for 10 min at room temperature in a saturated solution of ammonium oxalate containing 7% hydrogen peroxide (Pienaar 1955 ). The root tips were then incubated for an additional 10 min in 45% aqueous propionic acid. A single root tip was placed in a drop of 45% propionic acid on a slide coated with formvar resin ( EMS, Fort Washington, Pennsylvania). Slides were coated by dipping in 0.3% formvar in ethylene dichloride. The root tip was gently heated, teased apart, and diced with a sharp scalpel. Once the root tip was disassociated into individual cells, the individual cells were squashed beneath a coverslip. The slide was submerged in liquid nitrogen for 30 s. While frozen, the coverslip was removed and the slide plunged into 70% ethanol. The slides were removed after 1 min, flamed, air dried, and stored desiccated at Ϫ20ЊC.
Chromosomes were banded as previously described (Schweizer 1973) . Slides were incubated at 65ЊC for 16 h in 2ϫ SSC (0.3 M NaCl and 0.03 M trisodium citrate, pH 7.0), followed by three washes in cold water, and staining in Giemsa stock solution (Sigma) diluted 50ϫ in phosphate buffer (12 mM Na 2 HPO 4 and 4.8 mM NaH 2 PO 4 , pH 7.0). Bands were visible after 3 to 6 h of staining.
Meiotic chromosomes were not banded and were examined using acid carmine. Flower buds were fixed at Ϫ20ЊC for at least 48 h in 75% methanol and 25% propionic acid. The anthers were then extracted, stained using Snow's procedure (Snow 1955) , and squashed in 45% propionic acid.
A confocal laser microscope ( Zeiss LSM 410 inverted Laser Scan Microscope) was used. The chromosomes were observed with a Plan-Neofluar 100ϫ/1.3 oil lens ( Zeiss) under differential interference contrast ( DIC) using the 633 nm band of a helium-neon laser. Contrast between the bands was maximized by setting the pinhole at 12 m and adjusting both the contrast and brightness. The chromosome preparations were optically sectioned, storing on optical disk each section as the line average of 16 images. Each section was 0.5 m thick. The stored images were examined and the image with the most distinct banding pattern was selected for image analysis.
The KS 300 Imaging System ( Kontron Elektronik) was used to enhance the banding pattern. Threshold analysis was performed using the binary option to set all gray values within a specified range to white. The remaining gray values were set to black. Different values were used to optimize the banding pattern of individual chromosomes.
Results
Microscopy
The standard dry ice technique for removing the coverslip on squash preparations of mitotic cells was not successful (Schweizer 1973) . One or two chromosomes were always missing from a mitotic spread. In order to maintain the spreads intact, two modifications were made. First, the slides were coated with formvar. The standard albumen-coated slides did not always retain the complete chromosome complement. Second, the slides were briefly flamed after removal from the 70% ethanol wash. Liquid nitrogen was used to freeze the slides because it was much easier to use than dry ice.
Although the banding pattern could be observed on metaphase chromosomes, it was much easier to distinguish differences in the banding patterns on late prophase chromosomes. The concentration of colchicine and length of treatment was critical for banding. Colchicine treatment for longer than 4 h caused the chromosomes to be too condensed to reveal bands. In addition, concentrations higher than 0.05% also caused excessive condensation.
Incubation in 2ϫ SSC for 16 to 24 h was required for banding. Chromosomes that were incubated for less than 16 h did not band, while chromosomes that were incubated for more than 24 h did not stain at all.
Several hundred root tips and several thousand mitotic spreads were examined for each species. An optical section of a mitotic spread for each species is shown in Figure 1 . A comparison of the individual chromosomes from each species, a typical threshold analysis, and their idiograms are presented in Figure 2 . Several hundred threshold analyses were performed to gather the data for the idiograms.
Cytology
In this study a G-banding procedure was used to compare the chromosomes of O. dubium and O. thyrsoides. Of the six different homologous chromosomes, chromosomes 3 and 4 had an identical banding pattern in both O. dubium and O. thyrsoides ( Figures 1 and 2) . Chromosomes 1 and 6 were similar in the two species, differing in only a single band. Chromosomes 2 and 5 were the most divergent.
In both species, the end of the long arm of chromosome 2 contained the secondary constriction or the nucleolus organizer region ( Figure 2C ). Chromosome 2 has been defined by this region and not by the centromere region (Roos and Pienaar 1966) . In the region proximal to the centromere of chromosome 2, O. thyrsoides contained one band on the short arm and two bands on the long arm; while O. dubium contained one band on each of the arms ( Figure 2C ). In the nucleolus organizer region of chromosome 2, O. thyrsoides contained four bands, two on each side of the secondary constriction. O. dubium contained three bands, one terminally located and two centrally located.
The banding pattern of chromosome 5 of O. thyrsoides and O. dubium was very dissimilar, with few if any corresponding bands ( Figure 2C ). However, the banding pattern within the centromere regions of chromosome 5 of O. dubium corresponded with that for chromosome 2 of O. thyrsoides and vice versa.
Meiotic pairing in the primary hybrid between O. thyrsoides and O. dubium was examined. Six bivalents were observed, four of which had chromatids of equal size ( Figure 3A ). The two nucleolus organizer regions were located on two unequal bivalents. Only one of the chromatids in the bivalent contained a secondary constriction. Both of the unequal bivalents were observed attached to the nucleolus ( Figure 3B ). During meiosis it appeared that chromosome 2 of O. thyrsoides paired with chromosome 5 of O. dubium and vice versa.
Discussion
The nuclear genomes of most eukaryotes are a mosaic of isochores of long DNA segments greater than 200 kb that are homogeneous in base composition above a 3 kb level ( Bernardi 1995) . Most genes are embedded in isochores that are within 1-2% of their GC content. Nearly all the genes in maize were associated with GC-rich isochores that comprised 10-20% of the genome ( Bernardi 1995) .
Chromosomes that have been denatured in alkali, reannealed in saline-citrate at high temperature, and stained in Giemsa have a banded appearance ( Hsu and Arrighi 1971) . The bands differentiated by this treatment have been termed C bands. The C-banding procedure removes about 60% of the chromosomal DNA preferentially from the gene-rich isochores (Cummings et al. 1973) .
Elimination of the alkali treatment in the C-banding technique produces chromosomes that are also banded (Sumner et al. 1971) . The bands differentiated by this treatment have been termed G bands. Gbanding patterns of chromosomes from most species correspond exactly with the banding pattern observed on meiotic chromosomes (Cummings 1978) . G bands are made up of AT-rich scaffold DNA that is differentially folded and packaged (Saitoh and Laemmli 1994) .
Plant chromosomes rarely show G banding. It has been suggested that the reason why plant chromosomes rarely show G bands is because of their condensed shape and contaminating cytoplasm in squash preparations (Greilhuber 1977) . The procedure described in this article overcame these problems. First, the effect of shape was reduced by examining chromosomes from late prophase. Second, the effect of contaminating cytoplasm was reduced by first disassociating the root tip into individual cells before squashing. When individual cells were squashed, the cytoplasm became highly dispersed. Finally, the increased resolution of confocal microscopy made it possible to distinguish bands that were not clear using conventional microscopy. In addition, the ability of confocal microscopy to optically section a chromosome greatly increased the clarity of the banding pattern. Stedje (1988) used a C-banding technique to study two races (2n ϭ 4 or 6) of O. tenuifolium Delaroche. Based upon the banding pattern, she concluded that the 2n ϭ 4 race originated from the 2n ϭ 6 race by a Robertsonian translocation. Azzioui et al. (1990) also used a C-banding technique to study the relationships between several Ornithogalum species from Morocco-O. algeriense, O. kochii, O. narbonense, and O. pyrenaicum . However, nearly all of the bands were restricted to the region adjacent to the nucleolus organizer or centromere and were not very useful.
In this study G banding was used to study the differences between O. dubium and O. thyrsoides. The banding pattern for all but two of the chromosomes were similar for both species. Similarities in banding pattern suggested that the centromere region of chromosome 2 in O. dubium corresponded to the centromere region of chromosome 5 in O. thyrsoides and vice versa ( Figure 2 ). Meiotic pairing data in the primary hybrid between O. thyrsoides and O. dubium confirmed this suggestion. In the hybrid, the homologous chromosome 2's did not pair with each other during meiosis ( Figure 3) . Stedje (1989) has suggested that the most primitive Ornithogalum species have numerous small chromosomes. By successive unequal translocations, the small chromosomes contribute to the creation of large chromosomes. In a like manner, O. virens evolved from O. tenufolium. In O. dubium and O. thyrsoides, there are five large chromosomes and a single small chromosome. This study suggests that the small progenitor chromosome containing the nucleolus organizer region was translocat-ed to a different large chromosome in O. dubium than in O. thyrsoides.
The present method used to define chromosome 2 (i.e., presence of the nucleolus organizer region) is probably inappropriate (Roos and Pienaar 1966) . The nucleolus organizer region should not be located on chromosome 2 for both species. The nucleolus organizer region should be located on chromosome 2 in one species and on chromosome 5 in the other species. chromosomes using fluorescent in situ hybridization ( FISH). The results show that the S. bicolor genome consists of two subgenomes of five chromosomes each, and indicate that sorghum is at least of tetraploid origin.
Materials and Methods
Plant Materials
Seed was germinated from disomic plants of S. bicolor cv. Tx 403, and the primary trisomics designated D, E, G, H, and I, which are the only trisomics available today from the set of trisomics defined by Schertz (1966 Schertz ( , 1974 . Plants grown in pots in a greenhouse with controlled temperature (24ЊC-25ЊC day; 18ЊC-21ЊC night) provided the root tips used for chromosome preparations.
Preparation of Chromosome Spreads
Mitotic metaphase spreads were prepared following protocols described by Jewell and Islam-Faridi (1994) .
DNA Probes
The results presented involve the 45 kb BAC 22B2 from the BAC library produced by Woo et al. (1994) . For use as a FISH probe, whole plasmid DNA from BAC 22B2 was labeled with biotin-14-dATP by nick translation according to the standard protocol provided by the manufacturer (Gibco BRL BioNick).
Fluorescence in situ Hybridization (FISH)
Fluorescence in situ hybridization was conducted using procedures from IslamFaridi and Mujeeb-Kazi (1995) that were adapted for use with BACs by Hanson et al. (1995) . Detection involved Cy3-conjugated mouse antibiotin (Jackson ImmunoResearch) system. Chromosomes were counterstained with 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole-dihydrochloride ( DAPI).
Metaphase Observation and Photography
Images were photographed directly on Fuji ASA 400 film with a camera mounted on an Olympus AX-70 epifluorescence microscope using standard Olympus filter sets for single and dual bandpass filtration. Due to the high cost of publishing color photographs, photographic prints were scanned as 8-bit gray-scale images on a conventional flatbed scanner, electronically assembled into a plate, and printed by a dye-sublimation printer.
Results and Discussion
The results indicate that BAC 22B2 contains one or more repetitive elements that are differentially represented in the centromeric regions of 10 of the 20 chromosomes of S. bicolor (Figure 1a,b) . The signal level on these 10 chromosomes was far stronger than on the other 10 chromosomes. The pattern was consistent across many cells, slides, and root tips. We propose that the subgenome yielding strong BAC 22B2 FISH signal be designated as subgenome A b and the other subgenome as B b , where the subscript ''b'' denotes the genome of origin, that is, the species ''bicolor.'' To further test the hypothesis that the strong signals are chromosome specific, BAC 22B2 was FISHed to the available trisomics of the set defined by Schertz (1966 Schertz ( , 1974 , namely D, E, G, H, and I. Spreads of trisomics E, H, and I displayed strong FISH signals on 11 chromosomes and only weak or no signal on 10 chromosomes (Figure 1c,d) . In contrast, spreads of trisomics D and G yielded 10 chromosomes with a strong FISH signal and 11 with weak or no signal (not shown). Therefore, FISH to five trisomic stocks confirmed the chromosomespecific association of the BAC-FISH signal and allowed assignment of three chromosomes (E, H, and I) to subgenome A b and two chromosomes (D and G) to subgenome B b .
There has been at least tentative acceptance of the hypothesis that Zea mays (2n ϭ 20) is a diploidized tetraploid (Ahn and Tanksley 1993; Moore et al. 1995; Paterson et al. 1995) . However, there is much less acceptance of a tetraploid origin of sorghum, in spite of its many parallels to maize. The results of the current study provide strong evidence that sorghum is at least of tetraploid (2n ϭ 4x ϭ 20) origin, and that there are two subgenomes of five chromosomes each in the S. bicolor genome. The results suggest that phylogeny and chromosomal relationships of the genus Sorghum may need to be reinterpreted.
